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Unleash Collaboration
Unify & Strengthen Your Distributed Workforce

In any business, employees need to collaborate to be productive –
whether in the office, at home, or on the road. To stay competitive,
companies must provide their employees with the tools, technologies
and applications they need to work, collaborate and stay connected
from virtually anywhere, at any time, on any device.
Attract – and Retain – The Best Employees
To attract the best job candidates, companies must enable employees
to work outside of the organization’s geographical footprint. And that
means giving remote workers the tools, technologies and applications
they need to communicate seamlessly and securely with colleagues,
customers, partners and vendors – regardless of location, time of day
or device.

Enhance and Expand the Interview Process
Interviewing job candidates usually involves traveling to or from a
company’s headquarters or setting up a series of conference calls –
both timely and costly endeavors. Relying on travel and phone calls also
make it more difficult for organizations to schedule multiple employees
to engage with a candidate directly, and in a timely manner. This makes
it difficult for organizations to interview multiple candidates – which
inherently limits the prospective candidate pool that the organization
would consider for a position.
Evolve the Training Experience
Rolling out employee training activities typically requires employees to
travel to and from company headquarters. Or it necessitates company
trainers traveling to multiple office locations. To avoid these significant
expenses, some organizations opt to livestream training sessions across
multiple fixed company locations. However, this approach tends to leave
little opportunity for remote workers to actively participate in the training,
making it feel like more like a “one-way broadcast’ than an interactive
training session.
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Cisco Collaboration Solutions Can Unlock
Competitive Advantage
Now is the time to deploy integrated voice and video using Cisco
Collaboration tools.

Quickly, easily and cost effectively attract and retain the
best employees by giving them the latest tools, applications
and technologies they need to collaborate and stay
connected to get the job done.
Give employees across the organization an opportunity to
engage prospective candidates directly on a 1:1 basis before
a decision is made to invest in potential travel to and from
company offices or headquarters.
Include more qualified candidates in your talent search –
while lowering costs, saving time and improving collaboration
– and meet with more qualified people, more often, and more
cost effectively.

Improve the impact of training for your employees by
delivering it in real-time via video Cisco Webex – making
each training session an engaging, experience – greatly
decreasing costs and significantly improving effectiveness.

Learn more
To learn more about our hosted, FedRAMP-Authorized solution, visit
Federal.MeetwithEase.com

Build a FedRAMP authorized* cloud
collaboration system that meets the needs
of all workers.
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